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GH ORGANIZE YOUR HOME!

E N T R Y W AY & M U D R O O M

4 WAY S T O F R E S H E N
YO U R F R O N T H A L L

Tap your imagination for fun ways to help your home make
a knockout first impression — without spending a ton

SHOW OFF YOUR
CRAFTY SIDE
Some things are too
great to keep hidden
away in a drawer.
Create an artful
display with pretty
supplies like colorful
skeins of yarn — or
frame your child’s
artwork — for an
organizing solution
that doubles as eyecatching wall art.

CREATE A CHIC
FILING SYSTEM
Stash important
papers, bills and documents in a vintage
box or suitcase —
it’s a stylish and
secret way to get rid
of clutter without
using a traditional
filing cabinet, drawer
or basket.

PUT EVERYTHING
IN ITS PLACE
Hang hooks for coats,
keys and bags. Use
baskets to divvy up
mail. Line deeper ones
with brown paper
bags for magazines
and newspapers; that
way, the entire inner
sack is recyclable.

ADD A BRIGHT
NEW RUG
Roll out a carpet
runner or place an
area rug inside the
door (preferably
machine washable
or easy to spot-clean)
for a fresh look. Plus,
it’ll stop muddy soles
or wet umbrellas from
dirtying the floor.

Our pros share their go-to tricks for keeping glass and coverings looking their best
VINYL AND FABRIC SHADES
Vacuum cloth styles (like honeycomb or Roman) with the soft
brush or upholstery tool. For a vinyl
roller shade, pull halfway down,
then dip a cloth in sudsy water,
wring it out and clean in horizontal
sections from the bottom. Rinse
each section with a well-wrung
cloth. Continue upward, pulling it
as you go. Leave it extended to dry.
GH Tip: Delicate fabrics like silk
are better left to the pros.

ALUMINUM AND VINYL BLINDS
Lower the blind and tilt its slats down
(don’t close them all the way, or each
one won’t get completely cleaned),
then pull it slightly away from the
window. With a duster or the soft
brush attachment on your vacuum
cleaner, go over a few slats at a time,
working side to side or top to bottom.
After that’s done, dampen a microfiber cloth and wipe each one. Open
the slats and let the blind air-dry.

Casey Dunn

WINDOWS AND GLASS DOORS
Mix 2 tablespoons of white vinegar
or ammonia with 1 quart of water
(add more of both if windows or
doors are ultra-dirty) and pour into
a spray bottle. Spritz on the glass
and wipe with a clean microfiber
cloth — not paper towels, which can
leave lint and streaks behind.
GH Tip: Use a hairdryer on the
Cool setting or your vacuum cleaner
to quickly zap dust from screens
without removing them.
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H OW T O K E E P WOO D
F L O O R S S PA R K L I N G

Everyone thinks they are delicate and need special care,
but follow our easy rules, cleaning will be a cinch

SPRAY FABRIC
SHADES

Use an antistatic
product like Static
Guard to repel
dust and make it
easier to remove.
It even works on
lampshades!
HANG SHEER
CURTAINS

KICK OFF
YOUR SHOES
This isn’t just about
the ick factor —
tracked-in dirt can
wreak havoc on your
wood floor’s finish.
Since dirt and grit
are abrasive, over
time they leave
behind fine scratches
that make floors
look dull. Even if
you give guests a
pass, this simple rule
eliminates virtually
all of the mess.

TACKLE SPILLS
AND SCUFFS ASAP
Spills happen, but
if they’re left to dry,
they can dull the
finish and attract dirt.
Blot immediately with
an absorbent cloth.
Follow up with a
damp paper towel
to remove any residue, then wipe dry.
When you see a light
scuff, buff it out with
your sock; even a
clean, fuzzy tennis
ball will do the trick.
To remove a heavier
scuff, apply
a little baking soda
to a damp cloth and
gently rub the mark
until it disappears.
Rinse with a damp
paper towel.

BREAK OUT
THE VACUUM
Nothing zaps dirt
and fine debris from
cracks and crevices
like a good vacuum
cleaner. The best
choice is a canister
model with its long,
oval bare floor brush
attachment. Only
have an upright one?
Turn off the rotating
brush to keep
its bristles from
scratching floors.

USE JUST
ENOUGH WATER
If you follow the first
three tips, you may
never need this rule.
But the worst thing
you can do when
wet cleaning is let
water puddle on
the floor. To clean
high-traffic aisles
or brighten dull
areas, use a product
specially formulated
for surface-treated
wood floors. Mist a
3' by 3' area with the
cleaner and go over
it with a microfiber
mop to pick up
dissolved dirt. Work
your way around
the floor, cleaning
one area at a time.

Layer over blinds
or shades so dust
doesn’t settle on
the harder-toclean surfaces.
Machine-wash and
rehang curtains.
Skip ironing; just
steam if needed.

SEAL SPOTLIGHT
WEIMAN HARDWOOD FLOOR CLEANER

Mike Garten

This no-rinse formula removes dirt from finished
hardwood, laminate and tile floors without streaking.
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5 M I S TA K E S YO U
MAKE WHEN DUSTING
While you can’t banish dust permanently (we wish!), ditch
these common misses and get ready for the best clean ever

USING A FEATHER
DUSTER
No question — this
only pushes dust
from one surface
to another. Instead,
reach for a microfiber
or electrostatic duster
that grabs and holds
on to dust. Wash or
replace it when it gets
visibly dirty to make
sure it keeps working.

OVERLOOKING AC
OR HEATING VENTS
These “invisible” grills
on your walls and
ceilings are sneaky
dust catchers. Forget
to clean them, and air
passing through can
send the dust into
your room. Go over
the slats with your
vacuum’s soft brush
attachment when
you clean your floor
or whenever you see
buildup or cobwebs.

DUSTING WITH
DRY TOOLS
When dust is dry,
it can easily float
away and become
ultra-difficult to
gather and remove.
Spritz microfiber
dusters and cloths
with a dusting
spray or polish for
less stress and
better results.

SPRAYING POLISH
ON FURNITURE
This method can
leave you with a filmy
buildup on wood
that is hard to remove
and attracts more
dust. Instead, spray
your cloth and pass it
gently across the surface. If you can’t stop
spraying product right
on your furniture, do
so lightly. After you
dust, buff again with a
clean cloth to remove
any polish residue.

NEGLECTING
VACUUM FILTERS
They’re designed
to capture the fine
dust and particles
your machine collects,
but clogged filters
can’t trap this dust
and may in fact spew
it back into the air.
Check manufacturer
recommendations
to see how often
you should replace
or wash filters.

Jacob Snavely

Add indoor and outdoor mats to every door — they’re the best
defense for keeping dirt and germs out of your house and off your
floors and carpets. Be sure to clean them regularly. Use a hose on
outdoor styles and vacuum the tops and backs of indoor ones.
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Nathan Kirkman for House Beautiful

K I TCH E N
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KITCHEN

TO P T R I C KS TO
S T O C K YO U R PA N T R Y
Having the right supplies on hand will streamline dinner prep
and help you prepare creative meals your family will enjoy
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PACKAGED
GRAINS AND MORE
Polenta: Precooked
logs are a simple side;
slice and sauté or
broil with cheese.
Couscous: It cooks
up in five minutes flat
and is a great vehicle
for any sauce.
Quinoa: This ancient
grain offers complete
protein. Keep it interesting with red, black
and white varieties.
Oats: Old-fashioned
are the most versatile;
think apple crisp or
even meatloaf.
Pasta: Keep a variety
of shapes and no-boil
lasagna noodles for
kid-friendly dinners.
Grits: They’re great
with eggs as well as
baked into a cheesy
casserole.
Rice: Stock brown
(it takes about 50
minutes to cook),
basmati, long-grain
white and arborio.
Lentils: Green or
brown ones cook in
less than half an hour
(with no presoak).
Biscuit mix: Top a pot
pie or make savory
muffins or pancakes.
Panko: Use it to
coat fish, chicken
and pork or top pasta
for crunch.

GH ORGANIZE YOUR HOME!

DRIED HERBS
AND SPICES
To get your spice collection in order, keep
these tips in mind:
• Replace herbs and
spices at least every
two years.
• Buy spices you don’t
use frequently in
smaller jars — there’s
less waste that way.
• Group your spices
together by type and
usage on carousels
or multiple shelves.
• Dried herbs to
always have on hand:
thyme, oregano,
dill, tarragon and
rosemary.
• Spices to always
have on hand: chili
powder, cumin,
coriander, curry,
cinnamon, nutmeg,
cloves, allspice,
pumpkin-pie spice,
ginger, peppercorns,
red pepper flakes
and fennel seeds.

LIQUID
CONDIMENTS
Store these in upper
cabinets for easy
reach and measuring,
and away from heat
and light. (near, but
not above, your
stove). Good ones to
always have on hand:
olive and vegetable
oils, vinegar, soy
sauce, hot sauce,
Worcestershire sauce
and coconut milk.

TEST KITCHEN
TIP: Freeze cookie

dough, then heat
a couple of cubes
in the toaster oven
for a freshly baked
(and portion-
controlled!) treat.
ALSO TRY: Stock,

broth, OJ, batter,
berries and pesto.

Mike Garten (ice tray); Roger Davies (pantry).

CANNED AND
JARRED STAPLES
Beans: Keep a variety
of colorful options
for chili, pasta fagioli,
tacos, salads and dips.
Tomatoes: Buy both
14- and 28-ounce
sizes, whole and diced,
for sauces, soups
and sautés.
Roasted red peppers:
Marinate with some
garlic and herbs for
a quick bruschetta.
Chicken broth: Adds
richness to sauces,
soups, stews and
sautés. Stir in veggies
for an easy soup;
deglaze your skillet
for simple pan sauce.
Olives: They add
savory richness to
sautés, pastas
and salsas.
Canned chipotle
chiles: Just a spoonful
adds smokiness and
a bit of heat to your
favorite dishes.
Salsa: Yes, it’s an
instant topper for
tacos and a dip for
chips. For dinner,
try it as a pan sauce
for chicken breasts.
Marinara sauce: Use
it as a pasta topper
and to deglaze
a pan, poach eggs
and make chili.

Ease the overcrowding in your
refrigerator and
cut down on food
waste by freezing
leftover bits of
everything from
coconut milk to
ripe bananasin
2-tablespoon
portions in ice
cube trays. Then
pop them out
and use to add
extra flavor to
cooked dishes
and smoothies.

KITCHEN

FOOD STORAGE TIPS

SALAD GREENS

and crisp raw
vegetables such
as celery, onions
and sweet peppers.

American families throw out 25% of the food they buy.
Follow these tips to make food last and save money

EGGS in the shell

will expand and
crack the shell.
Hard-cooked egg
whites will become
tough and rubbery.
CREAMED COTTAGE
CHEESE will change

CLEAN UP
THE CUPBOARD
Stop tossing in
cookies (and crackers): Store open
packs properly.
Don’t just roll and
go. For stay-crisp
cereal and chips,
try Copco Bag Caps,
which clip onto bags
for a tight seal — and
easier pouring.

FOOLPROOF
YOUR FRIDGE
Never store more
than two or three
pounds of food per
cubic foot of freezer
capacity at one time.
Otherwise you will
overload the freezer,
making it more difficult to maintain the
recommended 0°F
temperature. Keep
a thermometer in the
freezer and check the
temperature monthly.

RETHINK DATES
Food does not generally have “expiration”
dates but will have
a “use by” and/or
“sell by” date. “Use
by” indicates optimal
freshness, and “sell
by” is a guideline for
retailers on how long
to display it. Proper
storage is key (below
40°F for refrigerated
items; below 0°F for
frozen foods). It’s best
to toss foods you fear
might make you sick.

DISCOVER CANNED
AND FROZEN
Produce preserved
these ways is picked
when it’s ripe, so it’s
nutritious, and the
price can’t be beat.
Plus, you can store
it for months, which
means less prep and
less waste. Check
labels to be sure
there’s no added salt
or sugar, and rinse
before use.

texture, becoming grainy. Freeze
only uncreamed or
dry-curd cottage
cheese.

FREEZE,
FREEZE, FREEZE
Use an ice cube
tray to make singleserve portions of
pasta sauce or
chopped herbs
(covered in olive
oil). Toss ’em frozen
straight into a hot
pan for soups, sautés
and more. Freeze
wine to chill sangria
or juice for smoothies
and cocktails.

HEAVY OR
WHIPPING CREAM

will not whip high
after freezing.
POTATOES become
mushy if frozen
raw, watery and
tough if boiled and
then frozen.

GLASS CONTAINERS
Perfect scorers in our tests,
these stayed airtight for
14 days, and not a drop
seeped out after shaking.
Put them in the freezer,
microwave and dishwasher.
Emsa by Freiling Clip
& Close Glass Containers
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REUSABLE POUCHES
Bags take up less room
than containers. Though not
100% airtight, they
work well for cereal,
veggies and foods you
use often and want crisp.
Blue Avocado (Re)zip
Reusable Storage Bags

TAKE-ALONG CHOICE
These plastic containers
have removable ice
packs for perishables like
tuna salad and fruit. The
lids snap to the bottom
so they won’t get lost.
Snapware Total Solution
Plastic On-the-Go Line

DRY-GOODS CANISTERS
Best for items like sugar
and pasta, these glass jars
protect pantry staples
better than porous ceramic.
And they’re pretty enough
to sit on a counter. Push
down the lid to force air
out. Prepara Evak

Mike Garten (perfect packages); Ben Goldstein/Studio D (containers).

Turn to our top-tested containers and bags, which all scored high in airtightness,
leakproofness and more in rigorous Kitchen Appliances Lab tests.

KITCHEN

FA S T F I X E S F O R A
S PA R K L I N G K I T C H E N

Follow these shortcuts to clean up your cooking zone in minutes

CLEAR THE
COUNTER
Open, uncluttered
space makes the
room look cleaner,
so stash mail, papers
and rarely used small
appliances (like a
juicer) in designated
drawers and cupboards. Use a spray
cleanser and a cloth
or paper towel to
clean and wipe the
surface. This goes for
the kitchen table, too!

SPOT-CLEAN
THE STOVE
Take care of stovetop
spills and grease on
the door handle or
inside the oven door
glass with a wet
sponge and a dash of
baking soda (easier to
rinse off than a sudsy
cleanser). Liberally
spritz burned-on food
with ammonia from
a spray bottle. Whisk
away the grime with
a scrub sponge; rinse
with warm water.

LOAD THE
DISHWASHER
Stop pretending
you’ll wash dishes
piling up in the
sink — load them
into the dishwasher.
Run water over drippy
detergent bottles
and wipe dry, then
stash them — along
with brushes, scrubbers and rubber
gloves — under the
sink. Wipe around the
basin and the faucet
with a cloth.

GRAB THE MOP
Use a sweeper with
disposable cloths, like
GH Seal star Swiffer,
to pick up crumbs,
dust and hair from
the floor.
GH Tip: Keep a damp
paper towel in one
hand to zap stains
so you won’t have to
stop along the way.

SEAL SPOTLIGHT
MR. CLEAN
MAGIC ERASER
FOAMING
KITCHEN
SCRUBBER
This version has more
cleaning power than
the original, thanks
to a built-in greasecutting foam cleanser.
The more durable
foam impressed our
Cleaning Lab experts,
cutting through grease
and easily removing
burned-on food from
cooktops, microwaves
and cookware.

END THE AVALANCHE
Use a low-profile dish
drainer to line up pot lids
in a drawer. Drawers not
deep enough? Look into
cabinet door–mounted
organizers.
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PULL IT OUT
Difficult to see what’s
in the back of your
cupboards? Retrofit
them with slide-out
shelves to let you access
their recesses easily.

COMPARTMENTALIZE
Use slim trays and drawer
dividers to neatly corral
kitchen gadgets. An
in-drawerknife block
keeps blades sharp —
and hidden from kids.

CLIP AND SAVE
Seal snacks, baking
supplies and anything
that could go stale or
attract pests with clips.
Clear bins keep items
contained and visible.

Annie Schlechter

Stop fighting with the jumble of stuff in your cupboards and fridge,
and you’ll streamline your food-prep routines. Here’s how.

Buff Strickland

B AT H R O O M
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Follow these steps to spruce up your space in
15 minutes or less when visitors are on the way

PREP YOUR
POWDER ROOM
First, flush. This wets
the inside of the toilet
and loosens soil so
it’s easier to clean.
Then stash any stray
cosmetics, lotions
or hair appliances
in a drawer or another
room so countertops
are clutter-free and
ready for scrubbing.

COLLECT ANY
DIRT OR DUST
Flip over the same
vinegar wipe (if it’s
not too dirty), or
make another, and run
it across the back of
your dusty toilet tank.
Find another clean
area on the wipe,
then run it over, under
and around the seat.
Now it’s time
to flush the bleach
that’s been sitting
in the bowl.
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GRAB A LITTLE
BLEACH
Pour 3/4 cup into the
toilet bowl and brush
around the sides and
under the rim. Let
it sit in there for five
minutes as you move
on to the next task.

TRY THIS
TOWEL TRICK
Put out fresh hand
towels — they’re the
only ones short-term
guests use anyway.
Leave bath towels
hanging on the bar;
just straightenthem
if needed.

GH ORGANIZE YOUR HOME!

SHINE UP
THE SURFACES
Fill a spray bottle
with equal parts
water and white
vinegar. Spritz onto
paper towels or
a microfiber cloth and
wipe away soap drips
and toothpaste
spatter on faucets,
mirrors and counters
and in the sink.
Give spotty shower
doors the same
treatment.

MAKE A
SPOTLESS EXIT
Last up, the floor.
Shake out your rug
or bath mat — this
fluffs it up and makes
it look recently
vacuumed. Next,
with a damp paper
towel, wipe the
corners of the room
and other spots
where hair and
dust collect.

SEAL SPOTLIGHT

The secret to a
clean shower zone
is getting rid of
heat and humidity
as fast as possible.
Mold spores thrive
in warm, moist
conditions, so
it’s important to
keep it cool and
dry. Here’s how
to stop mildew
in its tracks.

MR. CLEAN
MAGIC ERASER
FOAMING BATH
SCRUBBER
This tough tool
is big enough to
cover more surface
area in less time,
but is still easy to
grip. It combines
a microscrubber
pad with a foaming
cleanser to wipe
out soap scum.

VENTILATE
THE ROOM

Open the window
and door (at least
a crack) to help
airflow. If you have
an exhaust fan,
run it for at least
20 minutes after
showering to
zap moisture.
SQUEEGEE AFTER
EVERY SHOWER

Make it a rule that
the last person
who sudses up has
to wipe down the
tiles (it takes only
a few seconds).
Make it easier by
hanging a clip-on
squeegee from
the showerhead
or attaching one
to the wall with
a suction cup.
HELP FABRICS
DRY FAST

Drape towels
neatly on a rod
or hang them
on hooks. Fully
extend your
shower curtain
liner along the
rod so any water
trapped inside
its folds can
evaporate quickly.

Annie Schlechter
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8 E A S Y WAY S
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Whether you have a small powder room or a sprawling
master bath, make use of every inch with these tips

DOWNSIZE
YOUR TOWELS
Stick to two sets for
each family member
(as long as you do
laundry once a week),
plus two extra sets
for guests.

CREATE EXTRA
STORAGE SPACE
Have tall ceilings?
Install a metal or
wooden shelf above
the doorframe for
towels and linens,
or consider a wall
cabinet with a handy
built-in towel bar.

MOVE MEDS
ELSEWHERE
Storing medications
in the bathroom
isn’t ideal —
humidity and high
temps can cause
them to degrade. If
possible, keep pills
in your bedroom.

BUILD YOUR
OWN “SALON”
Take advantage
of under-the-sink
space. Hang your
hairdryer and flat
iron inside the door
with special caddies.
Then fill one side
of the cabinet
with drawers for
hairspray, brushes
and more.

Maximize storage,
no matter how
tiny your bathroom,
with these
easy solutions.
CLEAR AND
STACKABLE BINS

End the Hmm…
what did I put
in there? mystery
with see-through
acrylic bins. A
multicompartment
organizer is perfect
for smaller, oddly
shaped toiletries.
CLEVER SORTER

Make better use
of space behind
a cabinet door with
an over-the-door
organizer with slots
for a hairdryer,
travel-size toiletries
and more.
WALL-MOUNTED
SHELVES

Compact but
strong, a pretty
powder-coated iron
shelf turns dead
wall space into a
smart storage spot.
CUTE CADDY

ADD CABINETS
AND CONTAINERS
A shallow “closet”
with sliding doors
adds tons of storage
in minimal space;
canisters with lids
keep essentials (like
cotton balls or swabs)
organized and fresh.

BANISH TONS
OF BOTTLES
Instead, mount a
spa-style dispenser
to your shower
wall for shampoo,
conditioner and
body wash.

TOSS HALF-USED
OR OLD GOODS
Be ruthless about
tossing personal care
products: Even if you
still love a lotion’s
fragrance, the formula
may break down after
a year (some have
expiration dates!).

KEEP MAKEUP
CONTAINED
A roll-up organizer
with removable
pouches stores
cosmetics neatly
and makes them
easy to access.

Store a toilet
plunger in an
attractive plastic
flowerpot with a
matching saucer
to catch drips. It’s
more attractive and
easier to clean than
some caddies.

SEAL SPOTLIGHT
In our latest test, it was consumers’ favorite for
softness, beat out the competition on strength and aced
our absorbency tests. How’s that for performance?
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Mike Garten

CHARMIN ULTRA SOFT BATH TISSUE

B AT H R O O M

M A X O U T YO U R
M E D I CI N E CA B I N E T

Cleaning out meds? Bring
them to a local police
station’s “take-back day”
for disposal.

Think of it as command central — your everyday go-tos
should be easy to spot no matter what time it is

DECK OUT SHELVES
WITH MINI CANS
Acrylic canisters
(grab them in fun
colors) are great for
holding emery boards
and applicators,
and they won’t
shatter if dropped.

MAGNETIZE
THE DOOR
Install magnetic strips
(typically used for
kitchen knives) to
hold small tools like
nail clippers, tweezers
and an eyelash curler.

SORT BY A.M.
VERSUS P.M.
Put lotions, serums
and other skincare
musts in two separate
organizers — one
for morning and
one for night.

GET STRATEGIC
WITH PLACEMENT
Use something every
day? Store it on the
bottom shelf and
work your way up
by frequency of use.
Put items used weekly
(or less), like nail
polish, at the very top.

INSTALL CHIC
STORAGE
Add a glass-front
cabinet to help with
overcrowding and let
you see what’s inside
more easily. Style it
with pretty containers
or trays and matching
towels to keep it neat.

Tackle everything from coughs and cracked skin to insomnia
and ear pain with these first-aid GH Seal stars.
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CIRRUS EARPLANES

Relieve coughing and open
airways with this topical
ointment of camphor,
eucalyptus and menthol.
A Seal holder for 16 years!

If you are sensitive to
changes in cabin pressure
when you fly, insert these
in your ears one hour
before landing (or
during takeoff) to help
balance the pressure
and prevent ear pain.

GH ORGANIZE YOUR HOME!

ZZZQUIL LIQUID
OR LIQUICAPS
ZzzQuil’s safe, nonhabit-forming formula
(the active ingredient
has been FDA-approved
since 1946) is ideal for
nights when your mind
just won’t turn off.

AQUAPHOR
HEALING OINTMENT
This do-it-all balm soothes
cracked and dry lips, skin
and cuticles and even eases
diaper rash. It forms a barrier
on skin to lock in moisture,
and its active ingredients
hydrate, too.

Lincoln Barbour

VICKS VAPORUB

B AT H R O O M

seal spotlight

H OW TO C H O OS E
T H E B E ST TOW E L S

BATH PLANET TUB
OR SHOWER LINER

Shop smarter with GH Institute tips so you can
buy less often and reduce closet overflow

REACH
FOR COTTON
GH Textiles experts
recommend 100%
combed or ringspun — the fibers are
smoothed and tightly
twisted for maximum
absorbency and
durability.

CHECK THE
SIDE SEAMS
Neatly folded edges
(secured with close,
even double stitching)
signal quality. Woven
edges are more
likely to fray.

TAKE A LOOK
AT THE LOOPS
High-quality towels
have tightly packed
loops; the denser
they are, the more
absorbent the towel.
Brush the loops
aside — can you see
the backing? If so,
it’s a cheapie.

BUY MULTIPLE
SETS AT ONCE
Having several
to rotate through
minimizes wear
and tear from washing and use. Towels
will last longer and
colors will stay truer.

The long-lasting
customizable inserts
are installed by a pro
right over your
existing bathtub and
tile, so there’s no serious demo required.
And because they’re
easy to care for,
you’ll spend less time
cleaning and more
time relaxing. Select
from fade- and
mold-resistant liners,
tub and shower
surrounds, seats,
caddies, walk-in
bathtubs and more.

If a new towel isn’t very
 bsorbent, wash and dry
a
it at least five times. This
will remove the coating
some manufacturers put on
the terry cloth to make it feel
softer in the store.

It’s not just about towels. Get the best bang for your buck on two other
bath essentials with these must-know shopping tricks from our pros.

Prevent slips.
Opt for one with a
latex backing for better
traction on a wet floor.
Always air-dry these
types of rugs
after washing.
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TOILET PAPER:
Tug on the tufts.
Give the yarns a slight
tug to make sure it is
securely attached
to the backing and
won’t come loose during use or laundering.

Buy in bulk.
Generally, the more rolls
in a pack or the more
sheets per roll, the less
you’ll pay per sheet.

Think about your pipes.
Be cautious if you have
issues with your plumbing
system. If so, steer clear of
the thickest (i.e., three-ply)
toilet paper, which can take
longer to fully dissolve.

Philip Friedman/Studio D

BATH MAT:

B AT H R O O M

E V E R Y D AY
ESSENTIALS

Steal these organizing solutions to streamline
your bathroom space in no time!

C A N VA S
C ATC H A L L
Just right for stashing
extra hand towels,
toilet paper or
bathroom reading
material. Everything
will be accessible,
but not obvious.

H OT H O L D E R
Pop still-warm
styling tools into a
multipocket organizer
made to take the heat.
No need to leave them
out to cool down.

H A N G - I T-A L L
SYS T E M
Install these overthe-door hooks in
seconds — no tools
needed! Use for towels,
robes and more.

DOUBLE-DUTY
SPINNER
Tiered turntables
aren’t just for spices.
Place one under the
bathroom sink so all
your supplies will be
within reach.

H A N DY S OA P
DISPENSER
Use wall-mounted
pumps for shampoo,
conditioner and body
wash to eliminate
clutter in the shower
and around the tub.

SIMPLE, CHIC
C O N TA I N E R S
Make cotton swabs,
puffs or other small
items display-worthy
with see-through
lidded bowls.

MAKEUP
M A N AG E R
A roll-up organizer
with removable
pouchesis perfect
for storing (and letting
you grab) cosmetics
at home or on the go.

Mike Garten

WRITE-ON
LABELS
ID small items in jars
or stackable bins
with chalkboard labels.
When you swap out
the contents, just
update the label.
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Mike Garten

L AU N D RY
ROOM
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L AUNDRY

Steal these smart ideas to create a space
you’ll want to wash clothes in

CREATE EXTRA
WORK SPACE
Even if you don’t
have room for a cart
or piece of furniture,
you likely have room
to hang a shelf.
A short one at
counter height offers
a handy surface
for sorting, folding
or resting items as
you load and unload
the machines.

DOUBLE UP
ON STORAGE
When you hang the
first shelf, layer one
or two underneath
to hold cleaning
products, folded
clothes or baskets.
If you can, place
a sideboard or long
dresser in the area
to take advantage
of its drawers.

TRY FLOATING
SHELVES
Easy access to all
your laundry day
tools is key, so
embrace open
shelving. Stock
shelves hung in pairs
look tidier than a
wire rack or an
unfinished plank
and can show off
decorative baskets
or containers.

KEEP EYESORES
OUT OF SIGHT
Stash detergent
bottles, stain remover
spray and dryer sheet
boxes in chic woven
baskets so you can
streamline your space
and keep it looking
neat and organized.

PAINT IT A
PRETTY COLOR
It may seem silly
to decorate your
laundry room, but
think about how
much time you
actually spend in
there. Pick a wall
color that makes
you happy.

SET UP A
SORTING STATION
Assign a basket to
each family member.
After the laundry
is sorted into each
person’s bin, he or she
is in charge of folding
it and putting it away.
Cheers to delegating!
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Follow these steps
to keep colors
bright and fabrics
damage-free.
START WITH
COLORS

Clothes with deep
hues are more
likely to release
dye, so group
them together.
If you have something you think
may bleed (apply
a drop of water
and dab with a
white paper towel
to check), wash
it separately the
first few times.
MOVE ON
TO FABRIC

Separate lint
“givers” from
lint “receivers.”
That means towels
and wool sweaters
shouldn’t be
washed or dried
along with corduroy or velour. It’s
also best to keep
fabrics of similar
weight together
so coarse fabrics
won’t abrade and
pill delicates
and so everything
will finish drying
at the same time.
FINISH WITH
SOIL LEVEL

Very dirty or
stained laundry
needs more
attention (more
detergent or a
longer, more
aggressive cycle)
than lightly soiled
fabrics do. Sorting
by dirt level
will keep cleaner
items from
getting dirtier.

Getty Images

6 S T E P S T O A T I DY
L AU N D RY R O O M

David A. Land

BEDROOM
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BEDROOM

MASTER THE
M E SSY S P OTS

Clear out the clutter and turn your space into
a relaxing oasis for the best night’s sleep ever

RECLAIM THE
“LAUNDRY” CHAIR
Don’t let a pretty seat
become a clothing
dumping ground.
Either leave things
in the dryer until
you have time to
fold them or tuck
them into a lidded
basket. As soon as
you take them off,
rehang or fold clothes
you can wear again
and toss ones you
can’t in the hamper.

CREATE A CUSTOM
DRESSER SETUP
Embrace your habits
when it comes to this
space. Always empty
your pockets or purse
post-work? Add a
cup for coins and
a wastebasket for
tissues and unwanted
receipts. Try on
jewelry? Use a clear
bowl to keep chunky
pieces contained.

ADD DRAWER
ORGANIZERS
Specialized inserts are
available for everything from underwear
to socks and rolled
ties. Mix and match
individual plastic or
wood compartments,
or choose plastic ones
that snap together
to personalize your
drawer configuration.

HANG UP TOTES
AND PURSES
Stop dropping
your bag on the
bed or (worse) the
floor. Attach hooks
to the inside of
your closet door
so everything has
a place. This will make
picking out a purse
much easier, too.

DITCH ANYTHING
WORK-RELATED
Laptops, tablets and
paperwork clutter
your space, collect
hard-to-remove dust
and can interfere with
your sleep. Relocate
them (and all their
chargers) to another
spot in the house
for more space and
peace of mind. If you
can’t totally disconnect, keep only your
phone nearby.
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SEAL SPOTLIGHT
SWIFFER 360
DUSTERS
We love how quickly
they grab dust from
any surface and hold
on to it to prevent
scattering. With
Swiffer’s extendable
handle, even ceiling
fans and bookcase
tops are within reach.

Buff Strickland

STREAMLINE
YOUR
NIGHTSTAND
Take everything off
the top and empty
the drawer. Put back
only what you use
nightly or weekly
(like hand cream or
an eye mask). Donate
finished magazines,
and implement a
six-book rule: no more
than that on display!

BEDROOM

8 S M A R T WAY S T O S T O R E
J E W E L RY, S H O E S & M O R E

TURN JEWELRY
INTO ART
Hang statement
pieces on wall hooks,
pin them to a corkboard or let them
shine through a glass
vase or footed jar.

KEEP NECKLACES
TANGLE-FREE
To prevent pesky
knots, thread chains
through straws and
hook the clasps.
Use this trick for
tangle-free necklaces when you travel:
Stash the straws in a
toothbrush holder.

BUTTON UP
YOUR EARRINGS
If you’re always
misplacing one
earring or its back,
hook pairs through
the holes of a spare
button. They’ll be
easier to find
and look cute in
your jewelry box.

SORT SCARVES
FOR EASY ACCESS
Hang them by type,
color and occasion
so you can find the
perfect one in seconds whether you’re
hitting the slopes
or Sunday brunch.

STOCK YOUR
SPARE PURSES
Running late to a
wedding or work
party? Leave easyto-forget items
(a mirror, business
cards and some cash)
in your fave night-out
bag or clutch. Just
avoid things that
could cause a mess,
like makeup, hand
cream, gum and leaky
pens. Store purses
upright on a shelf
with dividers.

ORGANIZE SHOES
HEEL-TO-TOE
For closet storage
in clear boxes, this
easy trick gives
you a quick look at
everything — color,
toe style and heel
height — so you’ll
never again have
to search for the
perfect matching pair.

HELP BOOTS
STAND TALL
Fight floppy boots
and the mess they
make of your closet
floor with boot
shapers you buy or
DIY. Several paper
towel or gift wrap
rolls banded together,
rolled-up magazines
or even pool noodles
will do the trick.

STASH MORE
UNDER THE BED
If your closet is at
max capacity, consider under-the-bed
storage units. Most
hold a dozen pairs
of shoes or more, and
ones on wheels are
super-easy to roll in
and out. Grab a few
and dedicate them
individually to heels,
sandals or flats.
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Jacob Snavely

Accessories are fun, but they can end up scattered all over.
Here’s how to restore order and quickly find what you need

BEDROOM

T H E U LT I M AT E
C L O S E T S WA P G U I D E
Make room for boots, sweaters and bulky coats, or just
find space for new purchases, in 20 minutes or less

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
CLOSET SETUP
Make mornings a
breeze by arranging
the closet to suit
your style. Really into
color? Hang clothes
by shade. More
monochromatic?
Organize by item type
(tops, skirts, jackets).
Seldom wear dresses?
Keep them in the
back and hang pants
front and center.

WINTERIZE
BOOTS AND SHOES
Drop off leather
or suede pairs at
a shoe-repair shop
for cleaning, waterproofing or new soles.
You’ll prolong their
life, prep them for
messy winter weather
and save money in
the long run by not
having to buy new
pairs every year.

INSTALL STORAGE
HELPERS
Don’t be afraid to
make changes to your
closet’s setup when
the seasons change.
Temporary add-on
solutions, like a
hanging sweater
organizer, are great
ways to add more
space and help your
closet work better
for bulkier pieces.

SHOP THE
O PPOSITE SEASON
Before packing away
your warm-weather
gear, take note of
things that need to
be replaced, like ratty
jean shorts or beat-up
leather sandals. If
there’s time, hit the
sales. Otherwise, put
a shopping list inside
the storage container
so it’ll be waiting
for you next summer.

LOOK FOR
IN-B ETWEEN
PIECES
For the first few
weeks of fall, you may
still want summery
clothes. Separate out
transitional items like
lightweight cardigans
or a jean jacket. Pack
things like sundresses,
tank tops and shorts;
keep chunky coldweather options in
storage until temps
dip below 50°F.
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THICK, BULKY
SWEATERS

Choose sturdy
hangers with
wide, substantial
shoulders or
a curved shape
to avoid stretching
the knit and leaving hanger bumps.
Drape sleeves over
the shoulders to
keep them from
stretching.
LIGHT CARDIGANS

Store on slim,
velvety hangers.
You can either
hang them (the
clingy texture will
help them stay
in place instead
of slipping off)
or fold them and
drape them over
the hangers’ crossbars, which is the
preferred method
for any sweater.

Seal Spotlight
JOY HUGGABLE
HANGERS
These are so
sturdy they support
everything from
lightweight lingerie
to heavy coats
without bending
or breaking.

iStockphoto

DO A DOUBLE EDIT
TO DOWNSIZE
Go through clothes
and shoes from the
past season and
donate or toss
anything stained, in
need of repair or
worn out. Make a
second pass through
fall and winter clothes
as you take them
out of storage. Ask
yourself, Did I wear
this last year? Try
on anything you’re
unsure about before
moving it back in.

You’ve probably
heard repeatedly
that you shouldn’t,
but sometimes you
have to break that
rule. Here’s how to
do it smartly.

Lumina/Stocksy United

HOME
OFFICE
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HOME OFFICE

D E C L U T T E R YO U R
D E S K I N S E CO N DS
Buried in bills, receipts and papers? Banish the mess
in no time with these simple tips and tricks

SWITCH TO
DIGITAL BILLS
Getting them sent
electronically is a
great way to cut back
on paper clutter.
If you’re not ready
to go 100% paperless,
scan bills, download
to your computer
and then shred the
hard copies.

GET OFF MASS
MAILING LISTS
Remove your name
at dmachoice.org
and optoutprescreen
.com. Call card issuers
and ask them to stop
sending stuff like
balance transfer
checks (you can
request them later
if needed). When
shopping online,
uncheck boxes letting
brands mail you
catalogs or promos.

DESIGNATE
A TO-DO BIN
Avoid the out-ofsight, out-of-mind
trap. Place papers
that need priority
attention in a drawer
or a special spot
near the entryway.
They’ll be harder to
ignore when you
pass them every day.

CUT DOWN
ON PRINTING
Instead of printing
online purchaseconfirmation pages,
take screenshots
and save them
in a folder called
“receipts” until your
shipment arrives.
On PCs and Macs,
select the Print
to PDF or the Print
to File option. On
Macs, you can also
export to PDF.

CONTAIN 

Organize tax
returns (the IRS
can audit you up
to six years back)
and other key docs
by year in sturdy
expandable folders
inside plastic bins
with tight-fitting
lids — they’ll be out
of sight but safe,
even in an attic or
a leaky basement.
FILE

Stash important,
must-save papers
in a lockable filing cabinet. Label
hanging folders
with names like
“Family,” “Auto,”
“Medical,” “Legal,”
“Home,” “Work”
and “Insurance.”
Use the in-and-out
approach — when
updated policies go
in, old ones go out.

CREATE A SYSTEM
One of the best methods
is a simple alphabetical
system organized by the
first letter of the topic.
Keep papers in order so
any single file is organized
from newest in front to
oldest in back or vice
versa, whichever you
find easiest to use.
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HAVE ENOUGH SPACE
If you’re cramming things
into an overstuffed cabinet,
you may be tempted to
throw away essential papers,
and you’ll have trouble
accessing ones you want.
Be realistic about your
file-storage space and add
another cabinet if needed.

TRY GOING PAPERLESS
Almost everything can now
be saved digitally. You
can file taxes and see
bank statements online;
copies of correspondence
can be kept on your hard
drive; and product manuals
are on companies’ websites
or software supplied
with electronic products.

Get a box with
fire and water
protection. And
make sure it locks!
Fill with hard-toreplace documents
(e.g., passports,
birth/marriage
certificates, Social
Security cards,
wills, copies of
prescriptions).
Also include a
list of accounts
(investment, credit
card, banking),
emergency contacts (doctors,
next of kin) and
an inventory of
valuables. Back it
up on a hard drive.

Getty Images

PROTECT

HOME OFFICE

7 WAY S T O E N D
G A D G E T M AY H E M
Streamline your office tech and get rid of
cord chaos with these easy steps

KEEP IMPORTANT
PAPERWORK
Hold on to receipts,
manuals and warranty
info for the life of your
devices. Try to hang
on to packaging for
the warranty periods;
then move it all into a
binder sleeve labeled
with device names
and purchase dates,
or digitize and similarly keep organized
e-folders. Register
products online to be
notified of updates.

DITCH OLD
DEVICES
Toss broken or
outdated electronics
wisely, as they can
leak mercury and
lead into soil
or groundwater. Use
in-store take-back
programs, check
your town for local
electronics recycling
days or look up area
e-cyclers on earth911
.com. Don’t forget
to shed cords, etc.,
to lessen clutter later.

PROTECT
YOUR DATA
Twenty-one percent
of people don’t back
up files, and 26% do it
only once a year. Get
an external drive or
rely on cloud backup
on a service that uses
multiple servers so
your data will be safe
in case of crashes.
Set up an account
on dropbox.com
for a low fee.

USE
RECHARGEABLE
BATTERIES
Use these instead of
stocking regular AAs.
They can be more of
an up-front investment, but you’ll save
money, have less to
store, avoid hassle in
the long run and do
your part to help out
the environment.

ORGANIZE
YOUR DESKTOP
Clutter on a computer
desktop slows down
performance. Don’t
save unneeded files
there. Take a second
to put them into a
folder; a basic “My
Photos” or “My Documents” label is fine.
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KEEP YOUR
SCREENS CLEAN
Stow special cleaner
and microfiber cloths
in a drawer or bin
near your charging
station to spruce up
items as you take
them out. Stash an
extra cloth in your
device’s carrying case
(or a purse) for onthe-go touch-ups.

Andrew McCaul

CREATE A
CHARGING ZONE
Park frequently
used gadgets at
a multi-device
charging station,
to keep them juiced
and orderly. Corral
cords with easy-tofasten-and-unfasten
Velcro wraps; this
trick works wonders
for computers and
TVs, too. Plug things
into a surge protector
that you can switch
off to save electricity.
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KIDS & PETS

E A S Y WAY S T O
BUILD GOOD HABITS
Start teaching responsibility when kids are young to
set them up for future success — and save your sanity

LOW CUBBIES
FOR LITTLE ONES

Store toys and
games in open
units (with dividers)
so your child has
easy access to her
favorites — and
can put them away
after playtime.
UNDER-BENCH
BOOK BINS

LABEL SPOTS
FOR THEIR THINGS
The old saying “A
place for everything
and everything in its
place” is a great little
motto for all ages
and key to keeping
spaces neat. Label
toy boxes and closets
to show kids where
their games or shoes
“live.” Knowing where
things belong will
help them learn to
put everything in its
correct place and can
even help younger
children with their
reading skills.

CHECK OFF
YOUR TO-DO LIST
Who doesn’t love
crossing something
off a to-do list?
Always write kids’
tasks or chores down
on paper and put a
check box next to
each so they can
experience the same
satisfaction. Using
lists also reduces
nagging and keeps
you from being “the
bad guy” who is
talking about chores.
When you’re packing
for a trip, give
kids their own lists.
You’ll need to check
their work, but it will
give them a sense
of independence and
accomplishment.

SET ROUTINES
AND HABITS
Back-to-school is
a perfect time to
set new routines,
like always finishing
homework before
dinner, cleaning up
all toys before going
to bed and going
through clothes at
least once a year
(“What still fits? What
can we donate?”).
You can take kids with
you to stores
like the Salvation
Army and Goodwill
when you drop things
off, explaining that
donating keeps items
out of the landfill
and their sale helps
people get jobs and
services in your town.

Fill canvas or
woven containers
with reading
material and
assign each child
his or her own
color-coded bin to
keep siblings from
misplacing things.
SHARED-ROOM
STORAGE

Pullout bins are
great for siblings
who share a room.
Designate lower
ones for the
younger kids, then
label with colored
tags or pictures of
icons (like a truck
for toys).
OPEN SHELVING

It’s a cinch
to hang and is
perfect for board
games, puzzles
and toy collections. Dedicate
separate shelves
to different types
of toys so things
stay neat and
organized.

Lisa Romerein

SET A SOLID
EXAMPLE
Kids observe and
absorb everything,
so start pointing
your own habits out
to them as soon as
they’re old enough
to understand.
Things like “Mommy
is checking her
calendar before she
says yes to Aunt Judy
about the movie,”
“I write everything
down so I won’t
forget” and “Every
day I clean up the
toys so I won’t step
on them and hurt
myself” are great little
lessons in how they
should behave.
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KIDS & PETS

Put these surprising items to work tackling
the number one cause of clutter in kids’ rooms

PLASTIC HANGING
SHOE ORGANIZER
Use it as an easyto-reach holder for
small toys, from baby
rattles to Army men
and doll accessories.
Hang the plastic
system by hooks
(or over a door, if it
has hanging brackets)
within your child’s
reach. As she grows,
she can change what’s
kept in the pockets.

WOVEN
LAUNDRY BINS
Fabric and wicker
options are great
toy keepers for an
older kid (her arms
need to be long
enough to reach
the bottom). The
catchall hampers
can be painted to
suit the child’s taste,
then repainted later
on to use for laundry
when she gets older.

CORNER
HAMMOCK
This quick and easy
toy suspender is
perfect from infancy
on. Buy a mesh “net”
that attaches in the
corner of a room to
hold soft toys such
as stuffed animals, or
make your own with
three screw-in hooks
and a mesh laundry
bag. Place two of
the hooks on perpendicular walls and
a third near where
the walls meet in
the corner. Then
attach the netting like
a hammock, with a
pouch in the middle.

Kids are never going to be as diligent as you are about keeping
the house clean, but what you teach them early on will pay off
when they’re young adults and responsible for their own living
spaces. Keep teaching and reinforcing these habits, and watch
for signs that they’re sinking in.
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REPURPOSED
BAR CART
Bar carts have been
having a moment
in the last couple
of years, thanks to
a renaissance of
mid-century style.
As Pinterest shows,
cute rolling carts are
great for entertaining, but these easyto-move units are
also excellent
for displaying
treasures in a playroom, bedroom or
family room. Find
one in your attic or
at a garage sale.

GIVE PLUSH PALS
A MAKEOVER

First, check the tag.
If a stuffed toy is
machine-washable,
put it in a pillowcase, then knot the
pillowcase shut.
Use a warm-water
Gentle cycle with
a double rinse, then
dry on medium
heat. For “surface
clean only” toys,
whip up a warmwater-and-dishsoap solution and
blot stains with the
mix; rinse with a
clean, damp cloth.
MASTER
THE PLASTIC

Put items with no
battery-powered
components, made
exclusively of hard
plastic (so they’re
unlikely to melt),
in the top rack of
the dishwasher.
For ones you can’t
submerge, dampen
a soft cloth with
vinegar. Wipe, then
rinse with a wellwrung damp cloth.
BE CAREFUL
WITH BATH TOYS

Prevent mold from
growing inside by
making sure they’re
clean and completely dry after
tubby time. Then
disinfect with a
solution of 1/2 cup
chlorine bleach
`per gallon of
water. Soak for five
minutes, rinse and
air-dry.
SAY GOODBYE
TO DUST MITES

Place a toy in a
plastic bag and
put it in the freezer
for 24 hours,
then vacuum with
an upholstery
attachment.
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DOUBLE DUTY
S TO R AG E TO O L S

KIDS & PETS

PET PROBLEMS,
S O LV E D !

They’re part of the family, but furry friends can bring
some funky issues. Here’s how to tackle the mess

CREATE A FUR
BARRIER
Spray your upholstery
fabric and carpeting
with an antistatic
spray like Static
Guard to break the
charge that causes
fur to cling to these
surfaces. This will
make it easier to
gather or vacuum it
up, too.

MANAGE MUDDY
PAW PRINTS
Resist the urge
to mop up mud the
minute pets track
it in. It will be easier
to vacuum from floors
and carpets if you
let it dry first.

FIGHT STUBBORN
SMELLS
Baking soda to the
rescue! Sprinkle pet
beds, litter boxes,
rugs and even Fido
himself with baking
soda. Brush it in,
wait 15 minutes, then
vacuum or brush
again to zap odors.

Seal Spotlight
BISSELL PET HAIR ERASER UPRIGHT VACUUM
This new vacuum will find pet hair where it hides with attachments like
a lighted crevice tool and a brush that nabs embedded fur from upholstery.
And the tangle-free brush roll eliminates the need to clip strands with scissors.

Keep a tight leash
on your trouble
spots with these
easy tips.
CORRAL TOYS
AND TOOLS

Add baskets or bins
in strategic spots
(the family room,
the mudroom), then
stash them away
when guests visit.
Station leashes,
potty bags, treats
and a towel for
muddy paws near
the entry to make
taking Fido out a
walk in the park.
CREATE A SAFE
SLEEP SPACE

Tuck beds in
corners or under a
seldom-used desk,
places where pets
will feel secure.
Choose beds in
sturdy materials
with easy-to-clean
covers, and wash
monthly to lessen
odors.

Seal Spotlight
PLAYTEX
LIVING GLOVES
These gloves have a
drip-catch cuff to keep
you dry while you give
your puppy a bath. Use
them dampened to nab
pesky fur from fabrics.

FIGHT FOOD
SPILLS

Move dry kibble
from easy-to-tear
paper bags to
a sturdy plastic
container with
a tight-fitting lid.

Not only are accidents on carpets and upholstery annoying
and ick-inducing, but they also can hold on to odors that draw
pets back to the scene of the crime. Zap the area with a specially
formulated cleaner containing enzymes to remove stains
and smells that keep pets coming back.
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Type and save a list
of care musts (like
medicines, allergies
or off-limits foods),
your contact info
and directions
to the closest emergency animal-care
hospital. That way,
when you go out
of town, your pet’s
caretaker will know
what to do. If your
pet is traveling with
you, pack copies
of vaccinations.

Offset

LEAVE A
PAPER TRAIL

